


EVENT SCHEDULE

Ivan Borrego – Beauty Cluster Barcelona - Introducing the webinar 
Ségolène Leloutre - Cosmetic Valley – Introducing the GCC network
Silvia Paro – Japan Cosmetic Center - Introducing JAPAN
Ivan Massari - Polo Tecnologico della Cosmesi – Introducing ITALY
Kris Fang – Beautéville – Introducing CHINA 







MAPPING THE SITUATION 

IN JAPAN
How COVID-19 is changing 

JAPANESE BEAUTY INDUSTRY
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Impact of Covid-19
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Japan's economy is the third-largest in the world by 

nominal GDP and Japan's regional economies have 

GDPs equal to those of entire countries

Next challenges 

keep up with the developed and emerging countries

Solving shrinking population problem

Boost economic growthInternational comparison of Japanese 

regional gross production (nominal, FY2015).

Country profile

Source: “Report on Prefectural Accounts 2015”, Cabinet Office, August 2018
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Japanese cosmetic market scale

Scale by Country, Per Capita GDP, and Median Age
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Source: Euromonitor International, as of April 16, 2019 Source: “Report on Prefectural Accounts 2015”, Cabinet Office, August 2018

Scale by Country and Population



Growth of the Japanese 

Cosmetics Market

Mercury is the closest planet to the Sun 
and the smallest one in the Solar System—
it’s only a bit larger than our Moon. The 
planet’s name has nothing to do with the 
liquid metal since it was named after the 
Roman messenger god, Mercury

prediction

Million JPY

Based on shipment value

Source: Yano Research Institute 
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Japanese cosmetic market per category (2018)
Source: Yano Research Institute 



Export of J-Beauty 
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Source: Japanese Cosmetic Industry Association, October 2019

Japan: Cosmetics Export Revenue (US $ bn) 2013-2018



Japan Before COVID-19
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Inbound tourist demand is propelling sales of cosmetics 
at department stores in popular destinations



During COVID-19
17,600 reported cases 
Less of 1,000 reported deaths No strict lockdown enforced
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During COVID-19

Tokyo 2020 Olympic games postponed Japan has entered a full-blown recession
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Year-on-year sales

Impact on Cosmetic Market

Sales - 17.1% 

Prestige brands 
e-commerce growth

Travel retail business 
impacted by a decline in 
Chinese travelers

Sales - 2.6% 

Sales of hand soap and 
hand sanitizer growth 
on the back of rising 
hygiene awareness

Sales - 17.4% 

Sales of POLA affected by 
a sharp decline in duty-
free sales 

Corona's impact on total cosmetics sales and future earnings forecasts are still uncertain
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*Year-on-year sales *Year-on-year sales *Year-on-year sales

* Data based on the consolidated financial results for the January-March 2020  period



Impact on Japan Department Stores Sales

SALES DROP:

- 33.4% in March

- 70% in April

- 97% for duty free shopping
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Source: Japan Department Stores Association Photo: Mainichi Japan, The Asahi Shimbun



PLANTS & PRODUCTION

Minimal impact on manufacturing

Domestic logistics not affected

New products launches delayed

IMPORTED MATERIALS

Shortage of materials imported 

from Europe

Use of alternative materials

PACKAGING

High demand for specific 

packaging (due to special 

demand for sanitary products) 

Market will not be affected in 

the future

DOMESTIC MATERIALS
& RAW MATERIALS

No impact on supplies in 

production for the time being 

* but in the long term we may see 

Impact 

on cosmetic 

manufacturing plants 

and operations
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Fragrances / Mask make up / Live marketing  UP !!

Increase of online sales and digital continues to rise
(still not offsetting the decline in in-store sales)

Boom in pampering and self-beauty categories (hair coloring)

Beauty to become more global and connected with individuals’
sense of well being and health

New habits 
and consumer trends
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After COVID-19

Forecasts

Source: CGR STUDY COVID-19 

Roland Berger Strategy Consultants Tokyo
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Impact on Beauty and Fashion industry 
(Scenario A, B, C)

Revenge Shopping ?

Impact on Skin Care Market (Scenario A, B, C)

Sales % compared with the year before

SCENARIO A

SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO A

SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

Emergency

state

Self-

restraint
End Revenge 

shopping

Post Corona

Emergency

state

Self-

restraint
Revenge 

shopping

Post CoronaEnd

Emergency

state (prolonged)

Self-

restraint

Post CoronaEnd



Thank you
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POLO DELLA COSMESI

HOW’S GOING IN ITALY?

How COVID-19 is affecting the italian beauty industry



WHO WE ARE

The association Polo della Cosmesi is characterized by the presence of more than 80

companies in the sector with an aggregate turnover that exceeds 700 million euros

They are Italian companies representing the excellence of the entire cosmetic and make-up

supply chain: from bulk / product to filling, from primary packaging to secondary packaging,

from decorations to labels, from packaging to automated machines, from product design to

R & D

The associated companies are an expression of quality, innovation, experience and

specialization in the cosmetic sector and make-up "Made in Italy"



INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP



MARKET BY THE NUMBERS
Cosmetics sell-out

2019 signed an increase of about

+2%, 2020 will show a sharp fall

that could reach -20%.

Italian contract manufacturers

produces more that the 60% of 

the make-up sold worldwide.



MARKET BY THE NUMBERS
Cosmetics sell-out

Italian contract manufacturers

produces more that the 60% of the

make-up sold worldwide.

The cosmetic supply chain will

suffer from the reduction in sell-

out volumes, but it will probably

be the first sector to see the

benefit of the next rise of the

market demand, because they

work in advance in relation to the

selling channels and distributors.



THE REACTIONS
How the companies counterattack

Companies are responding to

this new challenge by increasing

their research to obtain

formulations that are safer,

cleaner and more complying to

what the consumers are focusing

on.

Big attention to the eyes area,

SPF and richer formulation to

protect the skin, no-transfer and

everything required by the fact

we all need to wear a mask for

the months to come.



THE REACTIONS
How the companies counterattack

Even from a packaging point of

view, there’s a growing offer for

containers that preserve the

product from any kind of

contamination, like sterile and

airless dispenser and the like.

During the initial phase of the

pandemic, cosmetic companies

also converted part of their

productions to sanitization

products for hands and surfaces,

protective masks and so on, also

with huge donations of products

to the sanitary structures



IMPACT ON OPERATIONS

• Machinery• Filling

• Packaging•Formulaton/
production 

Working
hours 

reduced

Little 
impact

Working
on new 
projects

Shortage
of orders



WHAT’S NEXT?
The sentiment

The main concern is what will happen

in the next month, are we approaching

the end of the tunnel or there’s the

risk to face another, stronger lockdown

in autumn/winter?

This is the question that is avoiding or

postponing new launches by the

brands, thus affecting the whole supply

chain.

The will to restart, wiser

and stronger than before, is

strongly perceivable, but

the atmosphere is

permeated with uncertainty



How COVID-19
IS CHANGING
CHINESE BEAUTY 
INDUSTRY
MAPPING THE SITUATION IN CHINA

By Kris FANG



Our Introduction
Located in the northern part of Zhejiang 
Province, Huzhou, China Beautéville is a leading 
beauty cluster that consolidates values of the 
entire industry chain of cosmetic sector. It serves 
company members by generating business 
opportunities and improving their 
competitiveness

China Beautéville

Our Mechanism
Beautéville implements the public-private 
partnership ("company-fund-government") 
to realize the "political -industry-financial-
network" construction strategy

Our Partnerships
China Beautéville has imported 85 projects, total 
investment more than 3 billion EUR. Our mission is to 
increase competitiveness of companies and support them 
thrive
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- Multiple Brands

- Multiple Channels

- Multiple Models

- R&D

- Production

- Sales and Service 

Proya Cosmetics Co.,Ltd



v The technology Incubator is the 
cradle of beauty business growth 

v Total investment 12.8 million Euro

v Land area 50,000 m²

Technology Incubator



The center provides laboratories and industry-standard facilities.

Science & Innovation Center
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The center is a comprehensive service center integrating the functions of examination, approval, 
inspection, and R&D. It helps settled companies to establish quality control and guarantee mechanisms, 
to find out solutions to technical problems encountered in the production and R&D processes, and 
provides training service of safety regulations and technical testing.

Integrated Service Center
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PROYA Huzhou
Production Base

YONWOO
(For Packaging)
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HANBULYFF COSMETICS
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Dongwu FragrancesZhejiang Mansheng

R-TECHCOSON



New Brands 
Incubation

Supply 
Chain 

Platform

Upstream Resources Market Resources

Supply 
Chain 

Finance

OEM/
ODM

DesignFormula Raw 
Material

Crossover 
Custom-
ization

Offline 
Channels

Online 
Distri-
bution

Content 
OutputKOL Live

Cross-
border 
Trade

Brand 
Promotion

Efficient 
Resources
Integration

Professional 
Brands 

Management

Endorsement

Platform Advantage of Supply ChainIntegrated Service Center

Domestic & Foreign Brands
Omni-channel Operation



Source: Euromonitor Intenational

v China became the world's 
second largest consumer 
market for cosmetics.

v The cosmetic market in China 
has grown from 25.6 billion 
Euro in 2010 to 62.7 billion 
Euro now, with a compound 
growth rate of double digits 
per year. 

34.5
37.1 39.5 41.9

45.3
48.7

62.7

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Chinese cosmetic market size (unit billion EUR)

Development of  Cosmetics Industry
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Source: Euromonitor Intenational
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Per capital consumption of cosmetics (unit: EUR)

v The per capita consumption of cosmetics in 
China is not high, accounting for only 1/7 of 
that in Europe, showing that Chinese 
cosmetic market has a vast space for growth
(more than 10 times).

380 Euro

35 Euro

Development of  Cosmetics Industry



Expected Chinese cosmetic 
market size in 10-20 years : 

630 billion Euro

630＋ Billion

Development of  Cosmetics Industry



How COVID-19 inhibited our consumption?

v According to a survey conducted by China 
Renaissance, 50% of respondents decreased 
their expenditure during the coronavirus

v During the coronavirus, Chinese consumers increased awareness on cleaning. With most 
time at home, people consumed more household cleaning products. On the other side, a 
large number of respondents cut their consumption on beauty 

v In order to avoid outdoor activities, e-commerce platforms had become the most 
welcomed shopping channels. However, due to a high demand for fresh food, many 
women chose offline markets for groceries



The strong impact on the beauty market in China

v Online commerce events were also affected 
during the coronavirus outbreak. The sales 
performance of beauty products on Tmall
and Taobao decreased by around 40% in 
January 2020 compared with the same time 
in 2019

v Normally, shopping festivals on Tmall and 
Taobao might help to boost sales. The beauty 
industry suffered because the COVID-19 
outbreak covered two commercial highlights 
of this year (Chinese New Year and 
Valentine’s day)

v During the coronavirus outbreak, retail sales of beauty 
products in China dropped from 37.5 billion EUR in 
December 2019 to 4.6 billion EUR in the first two months 
in 2020. High-end brands were more affected than mass 
brands.

v COVID-19 has different degrees of impact on different 
categories in the beauty market. The epidemic had a more 
negative 

Recent exchange rate: 1 EUR = 7.98 RMB

i.e. 340 Million EUR



But we are now recovering from the crisis

v COVID-19 is a new infectious disease caused by a virus called coronavirus. This disease was first reported in Wuhan, China, on December 31, 
2019

v After several months, the coronavirus was under control in China thanks to all the efforts of the Chinese people. And now, people are getting
back to work, the factory are reopening and the country are returning back on track



China Beautéville in crisis

Reopening
With the relief of the pandemic, our production 
and life have gradually returning to normal. 
China Beautéville is still helping their partners to 
reopen their gates and recover from the crisis.

Mask Donation
In partnership with Proya Group, more than 500
000 medical masks donated by China Beautéville 
to Europe in order to fight against COVID-19

Market research
Some researches about the beauty sector 
changes thanks to COVID-19 have been lead by 
China Beautéville are still in progress



Major changes in beauty sector thanks to COVID19

v Change 1: Skincare products are gaining popularity v Change 2: ‘Sensitive skin’ draws more attention

v Change 3: Health and safety have become keywords 
for beauty products

v Change 4: Beauty brands are stepping into the 
disinfection sector



Major changes in beauty sector thanks to COVID19

v Change 5: More emphasis on eye makeup v Change 6: Purchasing more items at one time

v Change 7: Private traffic is now in the spotlight v Change 8: Live streaming is ballooning under lockdown



Opportunities after COVID19

Seek opportunity in live streaming and private traffic

Highlight the active ingredient in communication content

Lay more emphasis on eye makeup and contour products

Keep eye on pent-up demand

Focus on function

Give more exposure to highly cost-effective products

Sell in combo and offer benefits wisely



Thanks for listening

kris@cbiccorp.com


